Is the height of the stalls to be 7 1/2 feet or 8 feet?
The height can be 7 ½ or 8 feet
Can galvanized steel be used with the silver finish instead of black powdercoat?
Galvanized steel is ok
Can a better board be used than tongue and groove (Our Elite Board has a way better warranty that the tongue and grove board)?
Other boards besides tongue and groove is ok
Are all walls to be grilled or can solid walls be used for the back walls.
Back walls need to be grilled, but shared walls can and preferred to be solid
What is the configuration of the stalls- back to back or side by side and is there a separation between the stalls 10 stalls and 10 stalls side by side etc.
Configuration is side by side no separation
Do you have a lay out of the stalls that we can get from you to review?
No
Can we bid our feeder for the project?
We have to have feeders